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HIGHLIGHTS
 A total of 107 antimicrobial resistance genes, which included genes that encode for 24 extended-spectrum beta-lactamases
were detected.
 Twenty four strains harboured over 20 antimicrobial resistant genes.
 Acquisition of resistance genes in this set of E. coli genomes from Nigeria is intra-species.
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ABSTRACT
Background: Antimicrobial resistance is a global problem with enormous public health
and economic impact. This study was carried out to get an overview of acquired antimicrobial resistance gene sequences in the genomes of E. coli isolated from different food
sources and the environment in Nigeria.
Methods: To determine the acquired antimicrobial-resistant genes prevalence, genome
assemblies of 272 isolates were analyzed In silico with KmerResistance 2.2 software.
Results: A total of 107 antimicrobial resistance genes, which included genes that encode
for 24 extended-spectrum beta-lactamases were detected. Potential multidrug resistance
was found in 90% of the genomes analyzed. All strains analyzed contained at least one
resistant gene sequence and had high similarity or homology (95% ID and above). Two
strains harboured over 30 sequences of antimicrobial resistant genes, and in 24 strains
over 20 genes were detected.
Conclusion: The resistant genes found in all the genomes analyzed were acquired intraspecies and not inter-species. This provides an opportunity for further studies of the
orthologous nature of the genes detected and the data obtained can help monitor the epidemiology of E. coli resistant genes in the food and environment.
© 2021, Shahid Sadoughi University of Medical Sciences. This is an open access article
under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.

Introduction
Escherichia coli, a member of the Enterobacteriaceae
family, has earned a top spot in the microbe’s world due
to its notorious ability to cause infections in humans and
animals and invade the efficacy of antibiotics (Poirel et
al., 2018). It has attracted the attention of public
health experts, stakeholders, and policymakers who are
concerned about its impact on public health (Dadgostar,

2019; Hofer, 2019). Despite its pathogenic properties, E.
coli also represents a significant part of the indigenous
microbiota, and has been the primary microbe driving
most research on biotechnological innovations (Yeung et
al., 2019). Multidrug resistance is a big concern
especially in the treatment of food-borne diseases of
humans and animals (Palma et al., 2020). This issue is
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compounded by their impressive ability to effortlessly act
as a donor and as a recipient of resistance genes through
accumulation, and then passing them on to other
microbes, mostly through horizontal gene transfer (Partridge et al., 2018). Not surprisingly, in the last decades,
a wide range of antimicrobial resistance genes have been
identified in E. coli (Choi and Yoo, 2019).
This work focuses on the monitoring of E. coli in the
environment, which is very important for food safety.
Efficient surveillance will help ascertain the development
of new strains or trends among different food sources and
their environment. Thousands of genomes have been
studied which enabled scientists and the public to gain
more insights into different organisms and their antimicrobial resistance capabilities. However, most of the
antimicrobial resistance genomic information available in
the literature are from the developed world and there is
now a need to report significant developments in less
developed countries to help environmental monitoring.
Hence, this study aimed at highlighting the antimicrobial
resistance genes sequences present in the E. coli genomes
obtained from Nigeria.
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Materials and methods
To ascertain a wider perspective of antimicrobial resistant genes in E. coli strains in Nigeria, a search in the
biosamples browser of the Genbank® database was
performed. The terms "Escherichia coli" and "Nigeria"
were used for the search. This yielded 446 documented
genome assembly submissions. After examination, 272
strains, which had publicly available genome nucleotide
sequences, were analyzed further. The genome assemblies were from strains, which included isolates from the
endocervical, wound swabs, chicken, human stool, blood,
cow milk, and water. To determine the prevalence of
acquired antimicrobial-resistant genes, the genome assemblies were analyzed in silico with KmerResistance
2.2 software (Clausen et al., 2016, 2018), which can
demonstrate high congruency between in silico and
standard laboratory results. The host and gene databases
selected were ‘bacteria and resistance genes’ while the
identity threshold was the default setting of 70% with a
depth correction of 10%. The sequences of antimicrobial
resistant genes, which had similarities with reference
strains were recorded. Homologous antimicrobial resistant gene sequences obtained after comparison with
templates or reference genes were deposited in a public
repository.
According to the developers (Clausen et al., 2016) of
the software used, it was designed to avoid gaining
multiple hits due to identical k-mers between genes in the
database, in a way that each k-mer is first only assigned
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to the gene with the highest number of unique k-mer
matches. Then after this, the k-mers mapping to the best
hit are removed and the procedure is repeated with the
remaining reads to obtain an estimate of both depth and
coverage. The method is believed to be reliable and it has
high concordance with traditional phenotypic susceptibility testing. To determine whether the strains analyzed are
potentially multidrug resistant, classification was carried
out based on previous work (Nwaiwu and Aduba, 2020)
by checking how many antibiotic drug classes were present in each genome. This approach is in line with methods developed by others (Magiorakos et al., 2012).

Results and discussion
The output from the in silico analysis (Nwaiwu, 2021)
carried out was used to identify reference genomes. The
prevalence of the resistant genes is shown in Figure 1.
Only genes that were found in 30 or more strains are
displayed (Figure 1) and it was found that the gene
mdf(A)- (Y08743) was present in all 272 strains analyzed. The gene was first characterized as a multidrugresistant gene with an extraordinarily broad spectrum of
drug resistance in E. coli (Edgar and Bibi, 1997). In addition to the common sulphonamide resistant genes sul1
and sul2 genes, sul3 genes were present but was found in
fewer strains. The predominant tetracycline gene tet(A)(AJ517790) among other genes in that group was found
in 171 strains whereas the gene aph(3'')-Ib (AF321551),
which was the most prevalent resistant gene to aminoglycosides was found in 168 strains (Figure 1).
Only five out of the 24 extended-spectrum betalactamases genes were detected in 30 or more strains and
the predominant gene was blaTEM-1B (AY458016) which
was found in 146 (53%) strains (Figure 1). This is average when compared to other reports of the prevalence of
extended-spectrum beta-lactamases in E. coli and other
Enterobacteriaceae in Nigeria, which is sometimes low or
high (Jesumirhewe et al., 2020; Musa et al., 2020; Ojo et
al., 2016; Tanko et al., 2020). The presence of blaCTX-M-15
(AY044436) was found in less than half (103/272) of the
total strains analyzed. Of note is that blaCTX-M-15 was
detected in isolates from both human and non-human
derived strains e.g. water, chicken, human vaginal swab,
urine, wound swab, blood, and cerebrospinal fluid. Other
workers also found multidrug resistance in chickens and
humans (Aworh et al., 2020). A consensus in the literature is that a predominant gene in one location may not
necessarily be dominant in another.
A shift in CTX-M enzymes spread and increasing
occurrence of the emerging blaCTX-M-27 (Castanheira et al.,
2021) was suggested after it was found in two strains
from chicken by others (Ayeni et al., 2020). This data
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Figure 1: Prevalence of acquired antimicrobial resistance genes in genomes of Escherichia coli obtained from Nigerian strains. Genes shown occurred in 30 isolates or more.

shows that the gene sequence is also present in strains
obtained from a wound (strain NHA52; AAXCOM000000000),
and
endocervical
(NHA016;
AAXCQR000000000) swabs. Other CTX-M gene family
found included blaCTX-M-14, 17, 24, 27, 55, 65, 216. The template
sequence detected varied among strains analyzed but
only strains of E. coli was detected for all samples. The
isolate 14EC001 was the most referenced strain predicted
in 35 isolates followed by strain Ecol_AZ147
(CP018995.1) in 25 genomes. Other reference genomes
predicted for 10 or more isolates include E. coli strains
WAT (CP012380.1), WCHEC4533 (CP028589.1),
and ATCC 8739. The strain NHA 065 (AAXCOV000000000) had the reference genome from an E.
coli strain (CP031653.1) isolated in Liverpool, United
Kingdom, which suggests strain mobility. When the genomes were checked for possible multidrug resistance, it
was found that up to 244 of out of the 272 (89.7%) assemblies studied harboured up to three sequences of different antimicrobial resistant drug classes which is a very
big concern. These characteristics may have contributed
immensely to the decreased number of effective treatment regimens and increased the risk of poor clinical
outcomes (Hinić et al., 2015).

Conclusion
Overall, the study outlines acquired genes in E. coli
from different sources and provides an opportunity for
further comparisons with strains implicated in food-borne
outbreaks. The prevalence of antimicrobial resistant
genes is a food safety concern and information highlighted in this work may help local scientists and the
government to initiate a more robust surveillance program. The resistant genes found in all the genomes analyzed were acquired intra-species and not inter-species
and this provides a starting point for further studies of the
orthologous nature of the genes detected. Epidemiologists and health officers in charge of disease control can
use the information generated to develop a preventive
approach by monitoring emerging antimicrobial-resistant
patterns to drive better use of antibiotics of animal food
production and human treatment in hospitals. The finding
that E. coli strains from cow milk harboured fewer
antimicrobial resistant genes than other sources, provides
useful information that indicates post-process contamination and exposure of food products to the environment,
which is common in Nigeria may aid resistance genes
acquisition. The data can contribute to an initial holistic
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epidemiological analysis to track emerging events of
antimicrobial resistant genes, and trends in Nigeria where
antibiotics abuse is a huge concern.
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